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Former MP Natalie McGarry freed ahead of appeal 
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Edinburgh Evening News 
… 
Shamed McGarry is ‘freed’ after five nights in prison Former SNP MP released 
on bail pending an appeal. (10) 
…  
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Scottish Government Communications  
Broadcast Summary: 11-Jun-2019  
BBC Radio Scotland 16:00 - 18:00 
… 
Former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been freed from prison ahead of a 
potential appeal against her conviction for embezzling money from pro-
independence groups. McGarry was jailed for 18 months after admitting 
embezzling more than £25,600, which included charity donations. Judges have yet 
to decide whether the 37-year-old has legal grounds to appeal against the conviction 
or sentence. 
… 
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STV 18:00 - 18:30 
… 
A former MP has been freed from prison ahead of a potential appeal against 
her conviction for embezzling thousands of pounds from pro-independence 
groups. Natalie McGarry was jailed for 18 months at Glasgow sheriff court last 
week. But today her lawyers secured her release at a hearing in Edinburgh. 
…  
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Press Summary For Scottish Government  
10 June 2019 
 
Compiled By Precise 
… 
The Times (Scotland) 23 McGarry should have been shown mercy The quality of 
mercy is not strain'd,/ It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven/ Upon the place 
beneath: it is twice blest;/ It blesseth him that gives and him that takes ..." What Portia 
was arguing, in The Merchant of Venice, still goes to the heart of justice today. A judge, 
considering what sentence to hand down after a conviction, takes into account not 
only the seriousness of the 
… 
Daily Record 21 It would be wonderful if Natalie would say sorry SHAMED former 
MP Natalie McGarry has shown no remorse for swindling £25,000 from pro-indy 
groups. Former colleagues revealed the conwoman has never said sorry or even 
admitted "as much as a clerical error". Senior SNP campaigner Kathleen Caskie said 
she and her colleagues exposed McGarry. Kathleen said the jailed former MP used to 
be a close friend but it gradually dawned on her that she was a fraudster who had 
… 
The Herald 6 Freeman reported MP to police A FUTURE cabinet secretary 
personally reported SNP MP Natalie McGarry to the police over the theft which led to 
her being jailed for 18 months, it has emerged. At the time, in late 2015, Jeane 
Freeman was acting in her capacity as leader of the Women for Independence group 
(WFI). A key member of WFI yesterday gave the first public account of how it realised 
McGarry had betrayed its trust 
… 
The Scotsman 10 McGarry may have stolen 'double the amount' she was jailed 
for claim An SNP activist has claimed that former MP Natalie McGarry, jailed for 18 
months last week after embezzling £25,000 from pro-independence groups, may have 
the stolen thousands more. McGarry, who was the MP for Glasgow East between 
2015 and 2017, stole £21,000 from Women for Independence (WFI) as well as 
donations intended for food banks. Kathleen Caskie, a former colleague of McGarry's 
in WFI, said the embezzled money was likely 
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09 June 2019 
 
Compiled By Precise 
… 
The Sunday Times (Scotland) 23 McGarry's case must now prompt prison 
reform In 2008, the then justice secretary, Kenny MacAskill, described the Scottish 
government's penal policy in his inimitable way: "Prisons should be for the bad 
lassie, not the sad lassie. The bad laddie needs locked up; the daft laddie needs to 
pay back through the sweat of his brow the damage he has caused." It's broadly the 
right approach for reducing reoffending as well as the public purse, although 
Scotland's sheriffs 
… 
The Observer (Scot Eire) 53 McGarry deserved to be punished but did we really 
have to lock her up? Social media is a place to be avoided when it's time for a 
public execution. At these times, it becomes something savage, as an assortment of 
semi-literate grotesques gather to yell insults and throw eggs. On Thursday, it was 
Natalie McGarry's turn to face these gargoyles. The former Scottish Nationalist MP, 
who has an 18-month-old child, was jailed for 18 months for embezzling more than 
£25,000 from pro-independence campaign groups 
… 
The Sunday Times (Scotland) 23 McGarry's case must now prompt prison 
reform In 2008, the then justice secretary, Kenny MacAskill, described the Scottish 
government's penal policy in his inimitable way: "Prisons should be for the bad 
lassie, not the sad lassie. The bad laddie needs locked up; the daft laddie needs to 
pay back through the sweat of his brow the damage he has caused." It's broadly the 
right approach for reducing reoffending as well as the public purse, although 
Scotland's sheriffs 
… 
The Herald 4 I liked Natalie, but there were lies being told and deception. We 
had to do something A SENIOR SNP activist has spoken for the first time about 
how she and her colleagues made the brave decision to expose Natalie McGarry for 
embezzling more than £20,000 from a pro-independence group. Kathleen Caskie 
said the jailed former MP used to be a close friend, but it gradually dawned on her 
that she was a fraudster who had ripped off Women For Independence (WFI). In an 
exclusive interview, she 
The Herald 1 Natalie McGarry: the inside story A SENIOR SNP activist has 
spoken for the first time about how she helped to expose fraudster Natalie McGarry. 
In an exclusive interview with The Herald on Sunday, Kathleen Caskie - a former 
colleague of McGarry in the Women for Independence (WFI) campaign - revealed: It 
was Jeane Freeman, now Scottish Government Health Secretary, who handed a 
dossier of evidence on the former MP to the police. She believes McGarry 
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Compiled By Precise 
… 
The Scotsman 23 Why do we jail more people in Scotland? N atalie McGarry ran 
a particularly unpleasant campaign to be elected in 2015. When her heavies followed 
Margaret Curran screaming abuse, McGarry responded sweetly that her opponent 
was "a fair target for community justice". Margaret Curran has displayed a higher 
standard of humanity. After McGarry was jailed for embezzlement, she tweeted: 
"This seems such a harsh sentence for the mother of a young child. This must make 
the case for 
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Compiled By Precise 
… 
Daily Express (Scotland) 17 Former SNP MP McGarry jailed for embezzlement 
DISGRACED former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for 
embezzling more than £25,000 from two Scottish independence organisations. A court 
heard yesterday that her sentence came just days after she suffered a miscarriage. 
McGarry had previously admitted taking £21,000 from theWomen For Independence 
group and the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. Glasgow Sheriff Court was told 
that the money had been intended to go to a foodbank 
… 
Daily Record 11 You've fallen very far short of the standards the public expect 
from an elected representative and your deceit is of the most serious type 
SHAMED politician Natalie McGarry was slammed by a sheriff yesterday as she was 
jailed for stealing more than £25,000. A court heard the 37-year-old had shown no 
remorse for embezzling the money - some of which was intended for a food bank. And 
her once-promising political career has ended in prison. She was sentenced to 18 
months for taking the funds from two pro-independence groups. Her imprisonment 
comes just days 
… 
Daily Record 11 Reckless conduct leaves life in tatters IN NOVEMBER 2015, a 
trusted source got in touch with a tip-off that was barely believable. They said the 
Women For Independence campaign was missing tens of thousands of pounds in 
donations and the finger of suspicion was being pointed at then Glasgow East MP 
Natalie McGarry. The allegations were explosive - not only because of who they were 
being made against, but also because of who was making them. 
… 
Metro (Scotland) 9 Former SNP MP McGarry is jailed for embezzling £25k A 
FORMER SNP MP who embezzled more than £25,600 from pro-independence 
groups, including cash for a food bank, has been jailed for 18 months. Natalie McGarry 
spent the money on rent, a holiday to Spain with her husband and transfers of money 



to him, Glasgow sheriff court was told. The 37-year-old, who was the MP for Glasgow 
East between 2015 and 2017, beating Labour MP Margaret Curran, pleaded guilty to 
… 
The Herald 9 Rising star brought down to earth by her flaws NATALIE McGarry is 
a classic example of the danger of family dynasties in politics. Brought up in 
Inverkeithing in Fife, her mother Alice has been an SNP councillor since 1986, while 
her aunt is the former SNP MSP Tricia Marwick. McGarry appeared set to follow in the 
family tradition. She tried and failed to get into the Scottish Parliament at the 
Cowdenbeath byelection in 2014, but succeeded in reaching Westminster 
… 
The Sun (Scotland) 5 SNP silent as rivals tell of shock at 'harsh' term THE SNP 
closed ranks over the Natalie McGarry scandal yesterday — while rival politicians 
criticised the jail term handed to the thieving ex-MP. The official spokesman for Nicola 
Sturgeon, who was pictured with McGarry at the start of the Nats' 2015 General 
Election campaign, declined to comment, saying: "It's not a Government matter. 
Nothing to say." Deputy First Minister John Swinney also refused to give his view on 
the 18-month 
… 
The Times (Scotland) 13 McGarry sobs in dock over lost baby Natalie McGarry 
suffers from depression and has described her life as "almost intolerable", her lawyer 
told Glasgow sheriff court before the former SNP MP was jailed yesterday. McGarry, 
37, is beginning an 18-month sentence after she admitted in April two charges of 
embezzling more than £25,600 including donations raised for a food bank. She was 
sentenced yesterday by Sheriff Paul Crozier who said that her fraud, deceit and breach 
of 
… 
Daily Record 11 You've fallen very far short of the standards the public expect 
from an elected representative and your deceit is of the most serious type 
SHAMED politician Natalie McGarry was slammed by a sheriff yesterday as she was 
jailed for stealing more than £25,000. A court heard the 37-year-old had shown no 
remorse for embezzling the money - some of which was intended for a food bank. And 
her once-promising political career has ended in prison. She was sentenced to 18 
months for taking the funds from two pro-independence groups. Her imprisonment 
comes just days 
 
The Times (Scotland) 13 McGarry sobs in dock over lost baby Natalie McGarry 
suffers from depression and has described her life as "almost intolerable", her lawyer 
told Glasgow sheriff court before the former SNP MP was jailed yesterday. McGarry, 
37, is beginning an 18-month sentence after she admitted in April two charges of 
embezzling more than £25,600 including donations raised for a food bank. She was 
sentenced yesterday by Sheriff Paul Crozier who said that her fraud, deceit and breach 
of 
… 
Daily Express (Scotland) 17 Former SNP MP McGarry jailed for embezzlement 
DISGRACED former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for 
embezzling more than £25,000 from two Scottish independence organisations. A court 
heard yesterday that her sentence came just days after she suffered a miscarriage. 
McGarry had previously admitted taking £21,000 from theWomen For Independence 
group and the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. Glasgow Sheriff Court was told 
that the money had been intended to go to a foodbank 



… 
Daily Mail (Scotland) 18 Former SNP MP jailed for 18 months over thef t FORMER 
Nationalist MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for embezzling more 
than £25,000 from two proindependence groups. She spent money on rent and a 
holiday to Spain with her husband - despite some of the cash being destined for a food 
bank. The 37-year-old pleaded guilty to two charges of embezzlement in April. She 
later attempted to withdraw the pleas but this was rejected by Sheriff Paul 
… 
The Herald 1 Shamed ex-MP jailed for theft SHE was once part of a highly regarded 
political dynasty, a respected and trusted member of her community. A wife and 
mother. But today former SNP MP Natalie McGarry, who embezzled thousands of 
pounds from fellow independence supporters, is in jail beginning a term of 18 months 
for theft. The sentence was handed down by Sheriff Paul Crozier, despite hearing from 
defence agent Allan Macleod that she had suffered in 
… 
The Sun (Scotland) 5 SNP silent as rivals tell of shock at 'harsh' term THE SNP 
closed ranks over the Natalie McGarry scandal yesterday — while rival politicians 
criticised the jail term handed to the thieving ex-MP. The official spokesman for Nicola 
Sturgeon, who was pictured with McGarry at the start of the Nats' 2015 General 
Election campaign, declined to comment, saying: "It's not a Government matter. 
Nothing to say." Deputy First Minister John Swinney also refused to give his view on 
the 18-month 
… 
The Daily Telegraph (Scotland) 9 Former SNP MP jailed after embezzling food 
bank cash A DISGRACED former SNP MP who abused her "position of trust" to 
embezzle more than £25,600 from proindependence groups, including money meant 
for a food bank, has been jailed for 18 months. Natalie McGarry, 37, who has a 
oneyear-old daughter, spent some of the money on a holiday to Spain with her 
husband, a Conservative councillor, and also used it to pay rent. She admitted two 
charges of embezzlement when 
… 
Daily Mail (Scotland) 18 Former SNP MP jailed for 18 months over thef t FORMER 
Nationalist MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for embezzling more 
than £25,000 from two proindependence groups. She spent money on rent and a 
holiday to Spain with her husband - despite some of the cash being destined for a food 
bank. The 37-year-old pleaded guilty to two charges of embezzlement in April. She 
later attempted to withdraw the pleas but this was rejected by Sheriff Paul 

Metro (Scotland) 9 Former SNP MP McGarry is jailed for embezzling £25k A 
FORMER SNP MP who embezzled more than £25,600 from pro-independence 
groups, including cash for a food bank, has been jailed for 18 months. Natalie McGarry 
spent the money on rent, a holiday to Spain with her husband and transfers of money 
to him, Glasgow sheriff court was told. The 37-year-old, who was the MP for Glasgow 
East between 2015 and 2017, beating Labour MP Margaret Curran, pleaded guilty to 

Daily Express (Scotland) 17 Former SNP MP McGarry jailed for embezzlement 
DISGRACED former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for 
embezzling more than £25,000 from two Scottish independence organisations. A court 
heard yesterday that her sentence came just days after she suffered a miscarriage. 
McGarry had previously admitted taking £21,000 from theWomen For Independence 



group and the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. Glasgow Sheriff Court was told 
that the money had been intended to go to a foodbank 

The Times (Scotland) 13 McGarry sobs in dock over lost baby Natalie McGarry 
suffers from depression and has described her life as "almost intolerable", her lawyer 
told Glasgow sheriff court before the former SNP MP was jailed yesterday. McGarry, 
37, is beginning an 18-month sentence after she admitted in April two charges of 
embezzling more than £25,600 including donations raised for a food bank. She was 
sentenced yesterday by Sheriff Paul Crozier who said that her fraud, deceit and breach 
of 

Daily Record 11 Reckless conduct leaves life in tatters IN NOVEMBER 2015, a 
trusted source got in touch with a tip-off that was barely believable. They said the 
Women For Independence campaign was missing tens of thousands of pounds in 
donations and the finger of suspicion was being pointed at then Glasgow East MP 
Natalie McGarry. The allegations were explosive - not only because of who they were 
being made against, but also because of who was making them. 

The Herald 9 Rising star brought down to earth by her flaws NATALIE McGarry is 
a classic example of the danger of family dynasties in politics. Brought up in 
Inverkeithing in Fife, her mother Alice has been an SNP councillor since 1986, while 
her aunt is the former SNP MSP Tricia Marwick. McGarry appeared set to follow in the 
family tradition. She tried and failed to get into the Scottish Parliament at the 
Cowdenbeath byelection in 2014, but succeeded in reaching Westminster 

The Herald 1 Shamed ex-MP jailed for theft SHE was once part of a highly regarded 
political dynasty, a respected and trusted member of her community. A wife and 
mother. But today former SNP MP Natalie McGarry, who embezzled thousands of 
pounds from fellow independence supporters, is in jail beginning a term of 18 months 
for theft. The sentence was handed down by Sheriff Paul Crozier, despite hearing from 
defence agent Allan Macleod that she had suffered in 

The Sun (Scotland) 5 SNP silent as rivals tell of shock at 'harsh' term THE SNP 
closed ranks over the Natalie McGarry scandal yesterday — while rival politicians 
criticised the jail term handed to the thieving ex-MP. The official spokesman for Nicola 
Sturgeon, who was pictured with McGarry at the start of the Nats' 2015 General 
Election campaign, declined to comment, saying: "It's not a Government matter. 
Nothing to say." Deputy First Minister John Swinney also refused to give his view on 
the 18-month 

Daily Record 11 You've fallen very far short of the standards the public expect 
from an elected representative and your deceit is of the most serious type 
SHAMED politician Natalie McGarry was slammed by a sheriff yesterday as she was 
jailed for stealing more than £25,000. A court heard the 37-year-old had shown no 
remorse for embezzling the money - some of which was intended for a food bank. And 
her once-promising political career has ended in prison. She was sentenced to 18 
months for taking the funds from two pro-independence groups. Her imprisonment 
comes just days 
… 



Daily Mail (Scotland) 18 Former SNP MP jailed for 18 months over thef t FORMER 
Nationalist MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for embezzling more 
than £25,000 from two proindependence groups. She spent money on rent and a 
holiday to Spain with her husband - despite some of the cash being destined for a food 
bank. The 37-year-old pleaded guilty to two charges of embezzlement in April. She 
later attempted to withdraw the pleas but this was rejected by Sheriff Paul 

Metro (Scotland) 9 Former SNP MP McGarry is jailed for embezzling £25k A 
FORMER SNP MP who embezzled more than £25,600 from pro-independence 
groups, including cash for a food bank, has been jailed for 18 months. Natalie McGarry 
spent the money on rent, a holiday to Spain with her husband and transfers of money 
to him, Glasgow sheriff court was told. The 37-year-old, who was the MP for Glasgow 
East between 2015 and 2017, beating Labour MP Margaret Curran, pleaded guilty to 

Daily Express (Scotland) 17 Former SNP MP McGarry jailed for embezzlement 
DISGRACED former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for 
embezzling more than £25,000 from two Scottish independence organisations. A court 
heard yesterday that her sentence came just days after she suffered a miscarriage. 
McGarry had previously admitted taking £21,000 from theWomen For Independence 
group and the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. Glasgow Sheriff Court was told 
that the money had been intended to go to a foodbank 

The Times (Scotland) 13 McGarry sobs in dock over lost baby Natalie McGarry 
suffers from depression and has described her life as "almost intolerable", her lawyer 
told Glasgow sheriff court before the former SNP MP was jailed yesterday. McGarry, 
37, is beginning an 18-month sentence after she admitted in April two charges of 
embezzling more than £25,600 including donations raised for a food bank. She was 
sentenced yesterday by Sheriff Paul Crozier who said that her fraud, deceit and breach 
of 

Daily Record 11 Reckless conduct leaves life in tatters IN NOVEMBER 2015, a 
trusted source got in touch with a tip-off that was barely believable. They said the 
Women For Independence campaign was missing tens of thousands of pounds in 
donations and the finger of suspicion was being pointed at then Glasgow East MP 
Natalie McGarry. The allegations were explosive - not only because of who they were 
being made against, but also because of who was making them. 

The Herald 9 Rising star brought down to earth by her flaws NATALIE McGarry is 
a classic example of the danger of family dynasties in politics. Brought up in 
Inverkeithing in Fife, her mother Alice has been an SNP councillor since 1986, while 
her aunt is the former SNP MSP Tricia Marwick. McGarry appeared set to follow in the 
family tradition. She tried and failed to get into the Scottish Parliament at the 
Cowdenbeath byelection in 2014, but succeeded in reaching Westminster 

The Herald 1 Shamed ex-MP jailed for theft SHE was once part of a highly regarded 
political dynasty, a respected and trusted member of her community. A wife and 
mother. But today former SNP MP Natalie McGarry, who embezzled thousands of 
pounds from fellow independence supporters, is in jail beginning a term of 18 months 
for theft. The sentence was handed down by Sheriff Paul Crozier, despite hearing from 
defence agent Allan Macleod that she had suffered in 



The Sun (Scotland) 5 SNP silent as rivals tell of shock at 'harsh' term THE SNP 
closed ranks over the Natalie McGarry scandal yesterday — while rival politicians 
criticised the jail term handed to the thieving ex-MP. The official spokesman for Nicola 
Sturgeon, who was pictured with McGarry at the start of the Nats' 2015 General 
Election campaign, declined to comment, saying: "It's not a Government matter. 
Nothing to say." Deputy First Minister John Swinney also refused to give his view on 
the 18-month 

Daily Record 11 You've fallen very far short of the standards the public expect 
from an elected representative and your deceit is of the most serious type 
SHAMED politician Natalie McGarry was slammed by a sheriff yesterday as she was 
jailed for stealing more than £25,000. A court heard the 37-year-old had shown no 
remorse for embezzling the money - some of which was intended for a food bank. And 
her once-promising political career has ended in prison. She was sentenced to 18 
months for taking the funds from two pro-independence groups. Her imprisonment 
comes just days 
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… 
BBC website 
Natalie McGarry: Former SNP MP jailed for embezzlement 
… 
STV:  Scotland Today 
Ex-MP Natalie McGarry jailed for 18 months over £25k fraud 
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Former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for embezzling 
money from pro-independence groups. McGarry admitted embezzling more than 
£25,600 - including donations intended for a foodbank. This included £21,000 from 
Women for Independence (WFI), when she was treasurer of the organisation, and 
the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. 
… 
Former SNP MP Natalie McGarry has been jailed for 18 months for embezzling 
money from pro-independence groups. McGarry admitted embezzling more than 
£25,600 - including donations intended for a foodbank. This included £21,000 from 
Women for Independence (WFI), when she was treasurer of the organisation, and 
the SNP's Glasgow Regional Association. 
… 
The former Scottish National party politician Natalie McGarry has been 
sentenced to 18 months in prison embezzling more than GBP25,000 from pro-
independence campaign groups, some of which she appropriated while she was 
the MP for Glasgow East. 
… 

BBC 1 Scotland 18:30 - 19:00 
… 
The former SNP MP, Natalie McGarry, has been jailed for 18 months for 
embezzling more than £25,000 from pro-independence groups. Glasgow Sheriff 
Court heard she spent the money on rent, a holiday to Spain with her husband and 
other lifestyle spending. 
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